FROM IMPUNITY TO ACCOUNTABILITY

Deterring Sex Buyers in New York State
**INTRODUCTION**

**Trigger warning:** The contents of this document include statements made by sex buyers that are violent, sexist, racist, pornographic, dehumanizing, and degrading, all of which can offend or even disturb the reader.

**Patronizing,** also known as the purchase of sexual acts or sex buying, is a crime under New York law. It is estimated that 99% of sex buyers are men. The overwhelming majority of the people they purchase for sexual acts are women, girls, and LGBTQ+ youth, mostly of color.

**Hobby boards** are online forums where sex buyers post reviews of people from whom they have purchased sexual acts, almost always women they often call "providers."
The sex trade is built on human rights violations and criminal behavior. These hobby board reviews give us additional proof of that. While New York State has committed to preventing and addressing myriad forms of discrimination, sexual harassment and sexual violence, patronizing (a Class A misdemeanor) is mostly met with impunity and cultural acceptance.

The sex trade generates almost all of its profits from sex buyers' dollars. They create the market for sexual exploitation, so deterring them also means preventing sex trafficking.

...SO WHY ARE SEX BUYERS GIVEN A PASS?
IF NEW YORK DEEMS IT A CRIME TO DISCRIMINATE BASED ON RACE OR ETHNICITY, WHY DOES IT IGNORE THE SEX TRADE'S INHERENT RACISM?

SEX BUYER IN NYC
"Need some ebony providers as a break from the usual white girls, latinas, and asians. Any idea where to find the chocolate?"

SEX BUYER IN NYC
"Anyone know any real Japanese providers? Not half-Japanese or whatever those Korean girls say they are. Full on Japanese...FREAKS? Most reviews I see on here for Japanese girls are pretty safe: [...] I'm looking for a nasty Japanese girl: [Not using condoms, anal sex] etc."

SEX BUYER IN UTICA
"Anyone have any info on her? I'm a sucker for dark skin, a few hour drive from me but looking in Utica area for some fun."

SEX BUYER IN NYC
"No disrespect to the Asian providers and providers of any race and ethnicity. But the Japanese have the reputation of anything that they do, is always of high quality... Cars, video games, anime, food, technology, and YES!!! Sexual pleasures."

SEX BUYER IN NYC
"I suppose if you are low on funds, and need a quick nut it's fine for what it is. Anyone have any recommendations, feel free to chime in. I am personally looking for Asians with fat asses..."

SEX BUYER IN NYC
I've been [...] mongering for about 8 years [...]. Here's the cost list I've observed, lowest to highest (broadly generalized): 1 drug addict in need; 2 Streetwalker; 3 Asian and low-end eastern European; 4 Middle Eastern; 5 North American, Latina, higher quality Eastern European."
IF NEW YORK CONDEMN DISCRIMINATION, PREJUDICE, AND ABUSE OF POWER, WHY DO WE ALLOW THE SEX TRADE'S BLATANT MISOGYNY?

SEX BUYER IN BUFFALO
"Met [her]. Definitely had potential on opening door. Nice rack. Not skinny at but I could appreciate the body. All downhill from there. All mechanical, little to no eye contact. Ignored some questions I had. not repeat. 3725 last digits. Switch out to new provider in about 10 days."

SEX BUYER IN ROCHESTER
"Was out looking tonight, see if anything new was about. Within a few minutes, spotted this fit girl in a terry-cloth shorts and top set. Obviously a too good to be true, but also so garishly whoreish, that she had to be working. Swung around for a pick up and in hopped Fiona*. She was medium height, in shape, with a tight ass and small b titts."

SEX BUYER IN SYRACUSE
"[...] the face picture is either not hers or at least 10 years old. She is not young at all. [...] The experience was one of the worst I have ever had. She wanted to leave as soon as possible. She told me to 'come quick' because, according to her, she was 'very tight'. Yeah, right! [...] Do yourself a favor; Jerk off and save the money."

SEX BUYER IN NYC
"I have tried Suzy* [...] tall, very skinny, not that attractive face, cigarette breath, not my type but decent service, tight box. I also tried the famous Mona*, big boobs and big butt, all-natural. [...] The one on 40th Road, tend to be older and less attractive but you can find a good one once in a while, I found a girl named Jocelyn* over there, nice booty [...]."

SEX BUYER IN NYC
Asian Pussy central. That's my go to spot. They hang out on the sidewalk and you can take your pick [...] you can actually see the different body types and faces. And actually get to pick who you want."
IF NEW YORK IS CONCERNED ABOUT CONSENT WHEN ONE PARTY IS "UNDER THE INFLUENCE," WHY ARE WE BLIND TO IT IF IT HAPPENS IN THE SEX TRADE?

SEX BUYER IN ROCHESTER
"Went [...] and picked [her] up, short [white street walker] with blonde and pink hair. [...] Took 10 minutes to look for a condom. [...] Once she found it, she started nodding off. I had to wake her up 3x. Until I finally positioned myself and face f&%$d her until I bust in the bag. [...] When she would wake up she would suck good and rub on balls but kept nodding. Overall nice girl but won't repeat."

SEX BUYER IN SYRACUSE
"I hustled with the second one about 7 or 8 years ago. She's a user. I stopped working with her because she was ripping dudes off and I don't fuck with people like that. Her pics are seriously doctored. She's one of the most homely women ever met and definitely the most hideous I've ever fucked. Just say no to that crack."

SEX BUYER IN WESTCHESTER
"She is full [girlfriend experience] depending on her mood but as many cups, as you can pour in the hour. See her earlier rather than later. She has been rumored to be in an altered state later in the day. [...] Some might say that in the past their experience was not so good because she was pretty much in the bag when they got there, but I can say early in the day she was in good condition and offered exactly what I needed."

SEX BUYER IN NEWBURGH
"She literally has no gag reflex. [...] I'd repeat (especially considering the existing talent with track marks). Side note, she smokes in the room, but that doesn't bother me too much personally. She was pretty hyper, not sure if it was nose candy or natural disposition, but either way, it made for a fun ride (if a little ADD). Would be nice if there was some real talent up here."
IF NEW YORK CARES ABOUT ENDING PROMOTING PROSTITUTION (I.E. PIMPING) AND SEX TRAFFICKING, WHY THE BLIND EYE WHEN SEX BUYERS TELL US WHEN AND WHERE THESE CRIMES COULD BE HAPPENING?

SEX BUYER IN WESTCHESTER
"For years she was going by sexy Lola* and a few weeks ago her boyfriend/pimp started robbing people. She tried to get me but her boyfriend ended up getting a fist to the face. She’s now completely changed her ad and phone number here is the new ad."

SEX BUYERS IN NYC
"So how was she, tight? Loose? Dead fish? [...] If she out [from drugs] like that I want to see her ass. Mean you can do more this ho for real. [...] The other hos look a mess that the pimp is trying to put up. [...] The Bronx right now is where the bargains are at." "Basically some guy pimping the neighborhood girls, some of them out of higschool. [...] Damn, there are so many hos in the bronx if you only knew. But yeah low class girls [...] they all look beat up but they're [girlfriend experience]."

SEX BUYER IN NYC
"Went to see Chloe* (part of the BK Hungarian crew) yesterday and set up an appointment with the answering service. [...] Was one of their typical run down apt building locations [...]. Got to the door and saw a very thin petite gypsy looking girl (dark hair, dark eyes) [...]. Young, cute teddy showing a very nice ass, a-cups [...]. I asked 'how are you?' to which she replied '22!' Her poor English skills made communication difficult."

SEX BUYER IN NYC
"In Flushing and Sunset Park, Brooklyn, the Chinese have houses where they rotate girls often."

SEX BUYER IN NYC
"Girls rotate in from Russia. All girls come in for a month or two."
IF NEW YORK BELIEVES THAT WOMEN AND MEN SHOULD ENJOY EQUAL STATUS IN SOCIETY, WHY ARE MEN PURCHASING AND RATING WOMEN LIKE CONSUMABLE PRODUCTS?

SEX BUYER IN ROCHESTER
"Rushed [bareback blowjob], bitchy, claimed it was 'that time of the month'. Had to finish myself and she still asked for a tip. Hard pass now when I see her."

SEX BUYER IN BINGHAMTON
"[Covered blow job], full service [vaginal sex] is average. Actually not so exciting for a porn star wannabe. Not allowed to touch her pussy area or ass area, strictly off limits. She doesn't know where your hands have been, shame shame, no touch anything, so that sort of puts a slight damper on things."

SEX BUYER IN ITHACA
"Hair Length and Color: Shoulder worn high, brown with blonde highlights. Beautiful. Age: 40 but looks younger. Smoking Status: I couldn't tell. Ethnic Background: Mixed. Hot. Physical Description: Keliana* is a 5'9" MILF fox! Tony is a great guy, full of rock and roll vibe and history. Both totally chill! People I would invite to my home to party. Recommendation: Yes."

SEX BUYER IN NYC
"But in general [...] they [...] take you to [...] a room divided up by curtains that don't go up to the ceiling, no {table shower}, foreplay, or the illusion of a massage here. [...] they shove a condom on your limp dick to try to get you in and out as quickly as possible. Some try to rush you right away and that is an automatic bone killer for me. [...] It's the McDonald's of mongering experience."